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Ultra concentrated, non-butyl spray and wipe multi-use 
power cleaner. An excellent heavy duty cleaner that quickly 
removes tough soils from washable hard surfaces. Safe for 
use on all hard surfaces, even engine blocks.

COST EFFECTIVE 
One product removes ink marks, graffiti, grease and other soils 
on hard surfaces. One 64 oz. bottle makes 16 ready-to-use 
quarts of solution.

REDUCES LABOR
One product replaces the need for multiple cleaners and sim-
plifies training. Quickly removes many tough soils, including 
adhesives.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Contains no “butyl”. Non-flammable concentrate. Does not 
promote rust.

SPEED SPRAY  
POWER CLEANER



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
pH (concentrate)  ..................................... 11.0  0.5
Color .................................................... Purple, Liquid
Physical State .................................. Concentrated
Fragrance ......................................................Menthol
Freezing Point ....................................... About 320F
Solubility in Water ...................................Complete
Flash Point ........................................................ 1710F

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
F379019 ........................................................ 2/64 oz.

1. REMOVE CAP and seal.
2. SQUEEZE BOTTLE and fill the portion control  
    cup. Excess defoamer will automatically flow  
    back into the bottle.
3. POUR the contents of the cup into an empty,
    properly labeled quart bottle. Fill the quart bottle  
    with cool tap water and attach a sprayer (1:8 ratio).
4. SPRAY the surface to be cleaned.
5. WIPE with a clean lint free cloth or paper towel.  
    On problem soils allow the solution to soak a few  
    minutes before wiping or rinsing.

NOTE: For heavy soils like adhesives and tar use 
8 oz. per 32 oz. quart bottle (1:4 ratio). For medium 
soils such as spot/stain removal or as an engine 
degreaser use 4 oz. per 32 oz. quart bottle (1:8 
ratio). For spray and wipe cleaning of light soils or 
use as a general degreaser use 1/2 oz. per 32 oz. 
quart bottle (1:64 ratio).

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

One Fuller Way, Great Bend, KS 67530      
800-848-4901      24-Hour Emergency  800.424.9300      
fullerindustriesinc.com 

INGREDIENT CAS#

SOFT WATER 7732-18-5

DIPROPYLENGLYCOL-N-BUTYLETHER  29911-28-2  

1-AMINO-2-PROPANOL 78-96-6  

DIPROPYLENE GLYCOL MONOMETHYL ETHER 34590-94-8  

UNDECETH-7 34398-01-1  

SOPROPANOLAMINE DODECYLBENZENESULFONATE 42504-46-1

ALCOHOLS, C9-11, ETHOXYLATED 68439-46-3 

ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 67-63-0 

MENTHOL FRAGRANCE Proprietary 

DYE ALKALINE PURPLE LX10271 Proprietary 


